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Abstract

We developed a disposable micro�uidic chip which mimics the vapor di�usion method

for exploring protein crystallization conditions, but at the nanoliter scale. This device

exploits the permeation of water through a thin poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) layer

separating droplets stored in the chip and containing a mixture of proteins and precip-

itants, from an open micro�uidic reservoir. The water chemical activity �xed by the

reservoir makes it possible to modify the volume of the droplets in a controlled way

(reduction or increase of the droplet volume or their swelling). Since PDMS is only

permeable to water, the imposed water activity therefore increases or decreases the
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concentration of the solutes present in the droplet, and thus consequently the supersat-

uration of the solution. The speci�city of our approach, in addition to the low volumes

ensuring controlled mass transport conditions, is that the concentration of all the so-

lutes is known at any time, thus allowing extraction of quantitative information on the

crystallization process. We exploit these chips on a protein of therapeutic interest: the

full-length monoclonal antibody anti-CD20. Our experiments allow us in particular to

estimate both the solubility of this protein and the width of the metastable zone with

Na2SO4 and PEG400 as crystallizing agents. We also show that the �ne tuning of the

permeation rate makes it possible to perform crystallization/dissolution cycles to se-

lectively dissolve small crystals and increase the mean size of the remaining anti-CD20

crystals.

Introduction

Protein crystallization is not only one of the techniques of choice to reveal their 3D struc-

tures by X-ray di�raction, and thus understand their biological function, but also a possible

method of puri�cation and production of drugs for the pharmaceutical industry.
1
However,

�nding the optimal conditions for crystallizing a given protein is a particularly arduous task.

Indeed, it requires numerous trials to explore a wide range of parameters (precipitants, pH,

concentrations, etc.), while �nely controlling the kinetics of the crystallization.
2�5

Among

the many existing techniques, the hanging (or sitting) drop vapor di�usion method is the

simplest to achieve such a task. This technique consists of depositing a drop of a few micro-

liters containing a mixture of proteins and reagents close to a reservoir containing a higher

concentration of reagents. The balancing of the water chemical activities between the drop

and the reservoir, by "vapor di�usion", then allows the slow increase of the supersaturation

in the drop, and possibly the appearance of crystals. Once a hit of crystallization has been

found, �ne tuning around the crystallization conditions is generally performed notably to

produce crystals suitable for X-ray analysis.
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Since the advent of micro�uidics in the 1990s, many groups have developed innova-

tive chips for screening protein crystallization and optimizing crystal growth once hits are

found.
6�12

The advantages of micro�uidics do not only lie in the ability to handle minute

amounts of samples (a major asset for proteins that are di�cult to produce and purify),

but also in the control of transport phenomena allowing �ne exploration of the crystalliza-

tion conditions, and in particular the kinetics. Among these micro�uidic developments,

we can notably mention batch crystallization in closed microchannels or droplets of a few

nanoliters,
13�22

controlled interdi�usion of proteins and precipitants,
23�26

or chips integrat-

ing membranes to mimic dialysis crystallization.
27,28

Beyond the screening of crystallization

conditions for structural analysis (sometimes in situ), some of these devices have also been

developed for the acquisition of data di�cult to measure on a macroscopic scale (phase

diagram and solubility,
14,22,23

nucleation kinetics,
18�20

protein-protein interactions,
29
etc.).

Among the works cited above, some exploit osmosis to reproduce the vapor di�usion

method at the micro�uidic scale.
30�32

More precisely, these tools make possible to increase

the supersaturation of a solution con�ned in a microchannel, by the removal of water through

a thin poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) layer separating this solution from a reservoir impos-

ing a given water chemical activity. As PDMS is not permeable to proteins, salts, and

polymers, this technique mimics, in a way, the vapor di�usion technique, but also o�ers

many advantages such as local observations using state-of-the-art microscopy, a dynamic

control of the water permeation, and obviously high-throughput screening with samples of a

few microliters. Nevertheless, these tools require dedicated equipments (pressure regulators,

syringe pumps) and a strong expertise to ensure their operation (droplet-based micro�uidics,

valves, etc.).

Recently, we developed a micro�uidic tool that exploits water pervaporation to explore

the phase diagram of complex �uids.
33
The principle of this chip consists in storing a linear

drop of a few nanoliters and length L of a few millimeters in a microchannel made of a thin

layer of PDMS sealed with a glass slide. Pervaporation of water through PDMS towards the
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ambient air causes the drop volume to decrease, and therefore increases the concentration

of the solutes contained in the drop. Strikingly, we have shown that solute concentration

remains homogeneous in the drop whatever the solute and the length L.
33
This result is not

due to molecular di�usion along the drop because the associated time scales are extremely

long, but is in fact related to the homogeneous pervaporation that induces a �ow. This

unique feature along with the linear geometry of the drop allows to know quantitatively

the composition of the drop at any time t, simply by measuring its length L (and thus

its volume) and using the solute conservation. In the past few years, we used this chip to

measure quantitatively the phase diagram of multi-component aqueous solutions,
33,34

see

also Ref.
35�37

for other works based on similar ideas.

The aim of the present work is to adapt this chip for protein crystallization experiments,

and to illustrate its potential by performing crystallization experiments of a full-length mon-

oclonal antibody (mAb) of strong therapeutic interest: anti-cluster of di�erentiation 20,

anti-CD20.
38

In section Results, we �rst describe the operation of the micro�uidic device,

then we report crystallization and dissolution experiments of anti-CD20 with Na2SO4 and

PEG400 as crystallizing agents. Finally, an approach with repeated cycles of growth and

dissolution is given.

Materials and Methods

The two-level micro�uidic device

The design of the two-level micro�uidic chip is shown in Fig. 1(a). The "crystallization level"

(referred below to as level C) consists of 78 identical parallel dead-end channels of length

L0 � 3.4 mm and width w � 90 µm. This set of channels makes a square of about 7�8 mm
2
.

This design makes it possible to store 78 identical droplets in the parallel channels, and thus

to screen a given condition 78 times on a unique chip. Note that in this linear geometry,

the volume V of the droplets stored in the channels is related to their length L according to
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V � �hw�L. For a channel height h � 30 µm, the volume of each channel is �hw�L0 � 9 nL.

All the channels are connected to a common inlet (inlet C) and outlet (outlet C).

(a)

(b)

inlet C outlet C

8 mm

(c)

eh

level F

level C

glass slide
PDMS

w

9 mm
3.4 mm

Figure 1: (a) Top view of level C, and (b) of the alignment of level F with level C. (c)
Cross-section view showing the architecture of the two-level micro�uidic chip.

The "�uid reservoir level" referred below to as level F simply consists of a rectangular

open reservoir of lateral dimensions � 8 � 9 mm
2
, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The whole chip

corresponds to the superimposition of levels C and F, see Fig. 1(c).

Microfabrication

Our disposable two-level chips are made using multilayer soft lithography techniques.
39
The

master template of level C is made with a negative photoresist (SU-8 3025, MicroChem) on

a 3" silicon wafer. The height of the channels is h � 30 µm, and the use of 3" wafers allows

for the fabrication of 3 chips simultaneously. A thin layer of PDMS with its curing agent

(Sylgard 184) is then spin-coated (1200 rpm for 40 s for a thickness e � 50 µm) on the mold

and cured 1 h at 60
`

C. Simultaneously, a thicker PDMS layer (� 7�10 mm) is poured on a
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bare wafer and cured 1 h. A rectangular area of dimensions � 8 � 9 mm
2
is then cut out of

this layer to create the reservoir corresponding to level F, and the PDMS layer is bonded to

level C using a plasma activation. The whole PDMS structure is then carefully peeled o�,

punched for the �uid connections, and sealed with a glass slide using a plasma activation, see

Fig. 1(c) for a cross-section view. Thanks to the plasma treatment, it is possible to operate

the chip up to � 1 bar without any leakage. The dimensions of the two-level chip are about

3 � 1 cm
2
.

Image acquisition and image analysis

The observation of the crystallization events is done using standard bright-�eld transmission

microscopy. Our automated microscope (IX83 Olympus) coupled with a sCMOS camera

(Orca Flash 4.0 Hamamatsu) and a motorized stage makes it possible to follow the crystal-

lization at a high resolution, typically 0.3 µm/pixel using a magni�cation of 20X, and on a

wide �eld of view.

Custom-made image analysis programs (Matlab) were developed to estimate the lengths

L of the droplets as a function of time, as well as to estimate the density of crystals and

their growth rate.

Anti-CD20 mAbs solutions

The crystallization experiments have been performed with aqueous solutions of anti-CD20

mAbs (Mw � 144.5 kDa) provided by Fuji�lm Diosynth Biotechnologies (Billiangham, UK).

Sample vials are �rst thawed at room temperature during a couple of hours. Anti-CD20

concentration was measured using UV/Vis absorbance at 280 nm (extinction coe�cient

237380 (M cm)
�1
). The initial concentration in the vials is about 9.9 mg/mL in a 25 mM

sodium citrate bu�er at pH � 6.5. A bu�er exchange is then operated on the mAbs samples.

The volume of 5 aliquots are put in 2 centrifugal �lter units (Amicon Ultra-15, cellulose

membrane MWCO 10KDa, 4 mL per centrifugal �lter unit). The solutions are then cen-
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trifuged at 8050 rpm for 20 min. Then, 2.5 mL of a solution of HEPES 100 mM (pH � 7.7

adjusted by NaOH) is added to the remaining solution for bu�er exchange. The solution is

once again centrifuged at 8050 rpm for 20 min. The operation is repeated 3 times until the

�nal volume reaches 1 mL. The mAbs concentration in the �nal solution is 44.2 mg/mL.

Other chemicals

Crystallizing agents for the mAbs solutions are PEG400 and Na2SO4 in a HEPES bu�er

(Sigma Aldrich). Fluorinert oil FC40 (3M) is used as an inert oil to store the droplets in

the chip. Several aqueous MgCl2 solutions (Sigma Aldrich) were also prepared to tune the

permeation rate though the PDMS. The water chemical activity a
i
w of the MgCl2 solutions

at di�erent concentrations have already been reported in the literature.
40�42

In the following,

we mainly discuss experiments performed at two di�erent concentrations: �MgCl2� � 10 wt%

leading to a
i
w � 0.93, and �MgCl2� � 5 wt% leading to a

i
w � 0.97 at room temperature (the

water activity of electrolyte solutions weakly depends on the temperature). All chemicals

were used as received without any puri�cation steps.

Operating protocol for a crystallization experiment

Figure 2 shows schematically the protocol for using the two-level chip for a protein crystal-

lization experiment. A volume of � 100�300 µL of a given aqueous solution is pipetted in the

reservoir of level F of the chip, see Fig. 2(a). Level C is then gently �lled manually with a

crystallization mixture (protein � precipitants) using a syringe through inlet C, while outlet

C is closed with a dead-end tube, see Fig. 2(b). The consumption of solution is about 1 µL

to �ll the whole network of channels, even if larger volumes are required to �ll the tubes

(typically 50 µL, but the remaining solution can be reused). The �lling of the dead-end

channels is possible because the entrapped gas slowly permeates through the thin PDMS

layer.

Then, outlet C is opened again, and a �ow of �uorinated oil is imposed manually from
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level F

level C

solution air

outlet C
blocked

inlet C

oil

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Protocol for a protein crystallization experiment: (a) �lling of level F with a
solution imposing a given water chemical activity; (b) �lling of level C with the protein �
precipitants solution (outlet C is closed); (c) �ow of oil from inlet C to outlet C to store the
droplets.

inlet C to outlet C using a syringe. This �ow enables the formation and the trapping of 78

identical droplets in the parallel chambers, see Fig. 2(c). In order to limit the evaporation of

the water contained in level F, a thin glass slide is �nally placed on top of the chip to close

the open reservoir.

Note that all these steps do not require the use of syringe pumps or pressure controllers,

and last typically a few minutes.

Results

Functioning of the chip

The two-level PDMS chip shown schematically in Fig. 3 can be used to reproduce the vapor

di�usion method for protein crystallization at a nanoliter scale.

Indeed, droplets containing proteins and precipitants can be stored in level C, while a
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Figure 3: (a) Cross-section view, arrows show the water �ux to balance the water chemical

activities between levels C and F, increasing the concentrations in the drop (a
d
w % a

i
w) or

diluting the drop (a
d
w $ a

i
w). (b) Top view evidencing the reduction or the increase swelling

of the drop length, the color scale indicates the solute concentration. The arrows show the
permeation-induced �ow v�x� in the drop in the case a

d
w % a

i
w at a given instant.

�xed chemical activity a
i
w is imposed by the solution in level F, for instance a concentrated

precipitant solution or a salty aqueous solution. Water therefore permeates through the

PDMS layer to balance the water chemical activity of the droplets stored in level C with

that imposed in level F, as the transport by vapor di�usion in the hanging (or sitting)

drop method. This water �ux tends to reduce (or increase swell) the length of the droplets

contained in level C in order to increase (or decrease) solute concentrations up to balancing

the water chemical activity di�erence, see Fig. 3.

Importantly, water permeation along the channels translates into a �ow within the

droplets due to mass conservation, see Fig. 3(b), and given by:

v�x� � �
qe�a

d
w � a

i
w�

hw
x , (1)

where a
d
w is the water chemical activity in the droplets (depending on their content), a

i
w the

water chemical activity in level F, and qe a linear permeation rate (m
2
©s) depending on the
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geometry of the chip.
43�45

This permeation-induced �ow makes it possible to estimate the

dynamics of the droplets L vs. t but also indicates that the local shrinkage/swelling rate of

an elementary volume V of the drop is given by

dV �

∂v�x�

∂x
V � �

qe�a
d
w � a

i
w�

hw
V . (2)

When di�usion ensures that the concentration of the solutes contained in the droplets is

homogeneous across the channel cross-sections (h � w), the local shrinkage/swelling rate

is homogeneous along the droplets, and solutes get concentrated/diluted homogeneously,

whatever the length of the droplets, see Ref.
33

for a detailed demonstration of this result

including its range of validity. The composition of the drops at any instant is therefore

known simply by measuring the length of the drops and using the solute conservation:

L�t�C�t� � L0C0 , (3)

where C is the concentration of a given solute, C0 its initial concentration, and L0 � L�t � 0�

the initial length of the drop.

In the design shown in Fig. 1 corresponding to storage parallel channels separated by a

distance 110 µm, the linear permeation rate in Eq. (1) can be estimated by the 1D di�usive

�ux through the PDMS layer:
43�45

qe � w
Dsνscs
e � h

� 2.8 � 10
�12

m
2
©s , (4)

where Ds � 8.5� 10
�10

m
2
/s is the di�usivity of water in PDMS, cs � 40 mol/m

3
the water

concentration in PDMS at saturation, and νs � 1.85 � 10
�5

m
3
/mol the molar volume of

water. This estimate depends on the temperature T , but without signi�cant �uctuations

around the ambient temperature due to the reported values of Ds and cs with T .
46

This

crude estimate makes it possible to know the dynamics of equilibration of the droplets using
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Eq. (1) at x � L. In the experiments reported below, the small initial di�erence of water

chemical activity (typically �a
d
w�a

i
w� & 0.05) associated to the time scales �hw�©qe � 15 min,

leads to equilibration times of the order of the day. Note that the overall water permeation

rate through the PDMS layer never exceeds 78L0qe�a
d
w � a

i
w� � 0.1 µL/h estimated with

L0 � 3.4 mm for the design shown in Fig. 1 and for a
d
w � a

i
w � 0.05. This small value

compared to the volume of level F, � 100�300 µL, ensures that level F indeed plays the role

of a reservoir imposing a �xed water chemical activity a
i
w to the droplets stored in level C.

mAbs crystallization

The crystallization solutions are made by mixing 500 µL of the anti-CD20 solution (in HEPES

1 M pH � 7.7) prepared by the protocol described in Materials and Methods, and 500 µL of

a solution containing PEG400 at a volume fraction 9.6%v, and Na2SO4 at a concentration

0.85 M in a HEPES bu�er (0.09 M, pH � 7.4). These conditions of crystallization were

reported recently using both vapor di�usion and meso-batch crystallization conditions.
47�49

Droplets of this solution are stored in level C of the chip using the protocol described above.

In level F, we used a solution of MgCl2 at a concentration �MgCl2� � 10 wt%. This con-

centration was chosen as its water chemical activity a
i
w � 0.93 is slightly lower than the

estimated water activity of the (non-diluted) solution of precipitants.
50

The initial con�guration of the experiment consists of 78 identical droplets of initial

length L0 � 3.4 mm at the solute concentrations Ci listed in Table 1. Due to the imbalance

of water chemical activity, water permeates through the PDMS layer to reduce the drop

volume and thus homogeneously concentrates the droplet solution. Figure 4(a) shows a

channel at di�erent times during the process, and Fig. 4(b) shows the corresponding path in

the diagram [PEG400] vs. [Na2SO4], see also Movie M1 in ESI corresponding to these data

and showing simultaneously zooms on three distinct areas of the channel.

At t � 10 h [point N in Figure 4(b)], we observe the very �rst crystals in the channels with

a minimal observable size 0.3 µm. At this time, the length of the droplets is L � 2500 µm
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Figure 4: (a) Picture of one of the channels of level C at the beginning of the experiment
(a), at t � 15 h (�), and t � 30 h ([), see also the zooms at the end of the channel and
Movie M1 in the ESI. In each image, the scale bar positioned in the protein solution droplet
indicates 100 µm. (b) Evolution of the ratio L0©L�t� of a single droplet, the inset shows the
kinetic path followed in the plane [PEG400] vs. [Na2SO4]. Point N indicates the appearance
of the very �rst crystals.
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(ratio L0©L�t� � 1.36) leading to the concentrations in solutes listed in Table 1 using the

solute conservation Eq. (3). For t � 11�15 h, we observe an increase in the number of

nucleating crystals and their growth until the longest ones display a well-de�ned needle-like

shape with a length � 10 µm along their main axis, see Fig. 4(a) for an image at t � 15 h.

These nucleation events are also accompanied by the appearance of turbidity, which could

be the signature of a liquid-liquid phase separation as reported for the same system but

with sitting-drop vapor di�usion and batch methods.
49

The growth rate of these crystals

is estimated from image analysis at about � 1�2 µm/h from t � 11 h to 15 h. At later

time scales, nucleation events are more rare and the existing crystals grow slowly at a rate

� 0.5 µm/h, until they reach an average length of about 12�5 µm at t � 30 h, see Fig. 4(a).

For t % 30 h, we no longer observe the growth of the crystals, and their density within

the droplets (estimated from image analysis) is � 100 � 30 crystals/nL (the large error bar

coming from the di�culty to identify crystals out of the focal plane). Importantly, all these

observations are similar in the 78 stored droplets, and the very �rst crystals are observed

when the droplets volume is � 6.7 nL. The complete chemical equilibrium is reached after

� 40 h as the droplets length reaches almost a constant value.

Table 1: Composition of the droplets stored in level C at di�erent instants of the crystal-
lization experiment reported in Fig. 4.

point (a) N (�) ([)

t (h) 0 10 15 30
�Na2SO4� (M) 0.425 0.58 0.62 0.65
�PEG400� (%v) 4.8 6.5 7.0 7.3
�anti-CD20� (mg/mL) 22.1 30.1 n/a n/a

mAbs dissolution

After the growth of the protein crystals in the experiment described above, we increased

again the imposed water chemical activity a
i
w by using distilled water in level F (a

i
w � 1).

This higher water activity now induces water transport from the reservoir of level F to the
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droplets of level C, see Eq. (1), therefore swelling increasing the length of the droplets and

possibly dissolving the crystals. Some pictures of this experiment are reported in Fig. 5

along with the kinetic path followed in the diagram �PEG400� vs. �Na2SO4�.

0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65
4.5

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

(a)

(b)

[Na2SO4] (M)

[P
E
G
40
0]

(%
v
)

N
cry

sta
lliz

atio
n

diss
olutio

n

Figure 5: (a) Pictures of the tip of one channel at the points displayed in the diagram
shown in (b), scale bar: 100 µm. In (b), the blue symbol (a) indicates the start point of
the crystallization experiment and (a) the start point of the dissolution experiment. In (�),
only the smallest crystals have dissolved. The complete dissolution of all the crystals ([)
almost coincides with point N (q) also shown in Fig. 4.

As for the crystallization experiment, the length of the droplets was used to estimate the

concentrations in precipitants during the experiment using the solute conservation Eq. (3)

(note that we implicitly neglect here the volume of the crystals). Dissolution of the crystals

begins with the �rst disappearance of the smallest crystals only, see for instance the point

(�) at a ratio L0©L � 1.41 leading to �PEG400� � 6.8%v and �Na2SO4� � 0.6 M. Then,

the bigger crystals fully dissolve when the ratio L0©L reaches � 1.34 corresponding to the
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composition �PEG400� � 6.4%v, �Na2SO4� � 0.57 M.

Strikingly, these data reveal that the complete dissolution of the crystals (at a protein

concentration C
�

� 29.4 mg/mL) almost coincides with the appearance of the very �rst

crystals during the crystallization experiment [point N in Fig. 5(b), protein concentration

CN � 30.1 mg/mL]. This observation shows that the width of the metastable zone is narrow

in our con�guration, as we observe a small hysteresis between these two kinetic trajectories.

This suggests that the crystallization of the mAbs is not limited by the nucleation step in

the explored con�guration but only by the slow growth of the crystals. Note also that these

data give an idea of the prevailing supersaturation during nucleation, S � CN©C
�

� 1.02,

the exact supersaturation being not known as the precipitant concentrations are not strictly

equal at point N and ([) in Fig. 5.

Controlled growth of large crystals

The observations reported above show the possibility to control the growth and the disso-

lution of the crystals, by �ne tuning the solution in level F. We exploit this feature to grow

large anti-CD20 mAbs crystals. Indeed, one can stop the dissolution process at point (�)

in the diagram shown in Fig. 5(b) to dissolve only the smallest crystals, and increase again

the supersaturation by using a more concentrated MgCl2 solution in level F. This step leads

eventually to the re-growth of the existing crystals with a limited number of new nucleation

events. By making several cycles of controlled dissolution/crystallization using two solutions

of di�erent water activity in level F (�MgCl2� � 5 and 10 wt%. leading to a
i
w � 0.97 and

� 0.93 respectively), we managed to increase signi�cantly the mean size of the anti-CD20

crystals from about 12� 5 µm for the initial crystallization step to 20� 5 µm after 3 cycles,

see Fig. 6. We chose a concentration of �MgCl2� � 5% and not pure water in Level F in

order to have a su�ciently low rate of increase of the droplet volumes, to be able to stop the

dissolution of the crystals in a controlled way. Such a kinetic control of the crystallization

process opens the possibility to obtain crystals with a su�cient size to determine their struc-
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ture by X-ray di�raction measurements. Harvesting crystals from the chip would be possible

if levels C and F were not irreversibly bound by plasma treatment, but external mechanical

support would be required in this case to prevent leakage during chip operation. Another

possibility would be to replace the glass substrate in our multi-level chip with a material

transparent to X-rays, and demonstrate that in situ collection of di�raction data is possible

through the thin PDMS membrane.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Picture of one of the channel of level C when chemical equilibrium is reached in
the crystallization experiment, the size distribution of the crystals lies in the 1 to 10 µm
range. (b) Picture at equilibrium after 3 cycles of partial dissolution and further re-growth
of the longest crystals. The length of the crystals is now 20 � 5 µm. In each picture, the
scale bar indicates 50 µm.

The micro-system that we developed, illustrated in Fig. 3, was aimed at performing

statistics on crystallization events using a large number of identical conditions with the

ultimate goal of extracting information on nucleation kinetics. The mAbs case studied here

did not require the use of this design as the observations were identical in all droplets, but

we will use this chip in the future to estimate nucleation kinetics for other proteins. Also

note that the chip design can be easily adapted by adding multiple inlets and outlets in level

C, in order to simultaneously test di�erent crystallization conditions on the same chip. For

example, the design in Fig. 1 can be divided into two parallel rows of storage channels, each

connected to independent inlets and outlets. Similarly, several water chemical activities can

be simultaneously imposed on the chip by punching several open reservoirs in the PDMS
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layer of Level F. These modi�cations would be at the expense of the simplicity of use of

the chip presented here, but should allow (moderate) screening of several crystallization

conditions.

Conclusions

In the present work, we designed a simple two-level PDMS chip which makes it possible

to explore quantitatively the crystallization conditions of a protein solution in nanoliter

droplets, as demonstrated on the case of a protein of interest: the monoclonal antibody anti-

CD20. This original device mimics the classical hanging drop vapor di�usion method, but

also o�ers several signi�cant new opportunities. First, it is possible to change dynamically

the imposed chemical activity a
i
w by changing manually the solution in level F during an

experiment. This makes it possible to tune dynamically the shrinkage reduction rate of

the droplets volume (increase of supersaturation) or the swelling rate of increase of their

volume (decrease of the supersaturation). Also importantly, this micro�uidic chip allows a

quantitative knowledge of the droplets composition at any time t simply by measuring their

lengths. This is a unique feature as compared to the traditional hanging drop method to

relate any events occurring in the drop (nucleation, phase separation, crystal dissolution)

to the exact concentrations in solutes. Finally, the small scales of the channel (h � 30 µm)

ensures perfectly controlled mass transport conditions preventing for instance unwanted free

convection for crystal growth that can occur in hanging drops.
51

We envisage that the possibilities o�ered by our disposable micro�uidic chips that do not

require any speci�c equipment or expertise, will enable quantitative exploration of phase dia-

grams of proteins in solution (or any other complex �uids), in particular for the optimization

of protein crystal growth but also of drug production processes for the pharmaceutical indus-

try. the rapid transfer of this technology to the protein crystallization scienti�c community

for further studies.
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